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Well gang, first off I want to wish all of you a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year. (Jerry – try and�
stay sober!) I wish I could make the Christmas party but I’ll just have to suffer through a couple of weeks�
in California. It’ll be rough but I’ll do my best.�

Now to a subject near and dear to our hearts – Theme Contests for 2010. I hope you guys discuss this�
at length at the Christmas meeting. If you want to see a certain subject as a Theme Contest, bring it�
up. Maybe someone will buy your idea and be a sponsor. Or maybe you can get together with a couple�
of guys and sponsor a subject. Theme contests are a lot of fun but it seems that you guys are getting�
tired of the same old themes. So suggest something new.�

I always try to do a different theme contest every year but no one gets really interested no matter what�
the theme is. I just received a new issue of the Orange County IPMS group newsletter. They also do�
Theme Contests, one every month! And they have some interesting themes – “Build Something New”�
– released in the past 12 months; “Made In America” – built in the US and used by another country�
(we did that several years ago): “Civility” – any civil subject but can be ex-military used for civilian�
purposes: “Night Stalkers” – anything painted black or used at night. And they have some standards�
like Out of the Box, In the Navy (or Air Force, Marines, etc).�

So think about it and get some new ideas. I for one am going to offer “The Korean Era” – build�
something from 1946 through 1957. That allows a lot of cars, armor, and airplanes of course. And�
I’ll have a special prize for the Best Actual Korean War subject. (F-86 Sabres come to mind.) It’s the�
60�th� anniversary of the start of the Korean War so I think it’s fitting.�

That’s all for now. I’ll see you guys at the January 2010 meeting. Hope to see a lot of models on the�
table. It’s been a little sparse of late.�

Happy Holidays again!!�

A shot as rare as one of the Loch Ness�
monster - Jerry Royer with his hat off.�

You know the drill - the�
club provides pizza and�
drinks and you bring any�
goodies you like.  NO�
Chinese raffle this year.�

National Guard and�
Reserves�

Sponsored by Ralph Nollan�

The November meeting featured a final discussion of the�
Cleveland Model Show, and then moved on to less�
controversial topics.  There is still hope for the return of our�
website, Jerry Royer informing us that Bill Weckel has the files�
and can give them to us.  Post meeting word from John Shimek�
is that he now has the files.  Hopefully more news will be�
coming at the next meeting.�

Speaking of which, we will have our traditional Christmas�
party and feast in December, along with Ralph Nollan’s�
National Guard and Reserves theme contest.  NO raffle.�

As noted by Larry Davis below, we need to start thinking about�
2010 contests and demos, with discussion and ideas for the�
December and January meetings.�

IPMS Fame Cities also wishes to extend our deep condolences�
to Dave Morrisette on the death of his father.   Dave is a�
former member and valued friend of this chapter.�
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‘�Hot Box Annie’  P-38H  475th�

Hasegawa 1/48 P-38F/G/H�
Eduard P/E cockpit and gear�
wells details�
True Details resin cockpit�
parts�
Verlinden resin cockpit parts�
Paragon dropped flaps kit�

Opened flap bays and added Paragon P/E�
interiors, added piping to gear bays with wire,�
added brake lines with wire, added wiring to�
radio compartment, combined resin seat with�
wire frame and added P/E details to gun sight�
assembly.�

Model Master Olive Drab (FS 34087)�
Neutral Gray (FS 36270) and Interior�
Green (FS 34227)�
Testors Yellow Chromate (gear and flap�
wells)�
Weathered with acrylic washes and�
pastels�

Horror stories about the fit of the�
engine nacelles to the wings proved�
wrong.  Good fit overall, minor�
filling needed around gun, nose and�
upper/lower fuselage joints.  Dropped�
flaps and interiors did not fit well�
- needed more sanding and thinning of�
upper wing.   Eduard air intake�
interior details did not include�
screens for P-38E/F/G/H.�

Decals from Meteor Productions ‘Pyn-�
Up’ collection with additional�
markings from Aeromaster P-38 sheets�
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In the 1960’s Pontiac had a solid reputation for building stylish,�
powerful cars. The 1967 GTO was, for many, the epitome of the�
Pontiac image. Only a few years before, it had defined a new�
segment of the automobile market: the “muscle car”, and it was�
still setting the pace in that market segment. The styling, slightly�
updated after a major refresh in 1966, still screams of power,�
handling, and intense “coolness”. As a kid, I can remember seeing�
these decked out with Keystone Classics, raised rear ends, and�
“cherry bomb” mufflers. They were the ultimate in cool.�

The MPC 1967 GTO kit was an “annual” kit of the period, itself�
updated from the 1966 kit. It has been through various�
modifications, then “restored” to its 1967 form. AMT released it�
this way sometime in the past dozen years or so, and now Round 2�

has seen fit to resurrect the tooling once again. Was it worth the effort? Let’s take a look.�

The kit comes molded in a very soft blue plastic, with a chrome tree, clear windows, and clear red plastic taillights.�
The tires are vinyl  Goodyears, and a metal axle is provided for the rear wheels, with plastic axle stubs for the front. A�
small decal sheet with license plates and some custom striping is also provided. Everything, including the decals,�
comes in its own bag, so nothing gets scratched or lost in transit.  The kit can be built stock or custom. Additional�
parts for the custom version include special exhaust headers and a blower with scoop for the engine, custom “turbine”�
style wheels, racing bucket seats, a racing gas pedal, a fire extinguisher, and a roll cage for the interior, and riser�
blocks and springs for the rear suspension. A custom hood and side exhausts complete the custom look. There are no�
larger rear tires provided to go with the raised rear end.  The instructions are the original line drawings. Part numbers�
and assembly order are indicated, but parts are not named.�
Painting guidelines are sporadic and often incorrect; for�
example, the instructions say to paint the engine red, when it�
should actually be “Pontiac engine blue”. Do your homework.�
No guidelines are provided for the decals, and the box art does�
not depict the kit with any of the decals applied, so you are on�
your own there.�

This tooling is old, so flash is the order of the day. Mold parting�
lines and large, deep injector pin marks are everywhere.�
Originally, the chassis and body were held together with�
screws. The screw holes in the chassis have been filled, but�
their locations are obvious and not easy to clean up. Speaking�
of cleaning up, the wheel wells on the chassis are particularly�
ugly, with lots of rough plastic. It appears that this chassis�
mold may have been used for other kits, and the mounting�
holes for the tires have been adjusted several times. This is�
very apparent in the rear, where there are not one, not two, but�
THREE sets of holes for the axle to pass through, each at a�
different height as well as at a different fore/aft position.�
Counting the riser blocks (which have their own axle mounting�
holes), this makes four possible positions for the rear wheels!�
More on this later.  On the body, panel lines for the doors and�
trunk are rather shallow and will need scribing to stand up to�
layers of paint. Window and wheel opening edges are rough,�
and will benefit from a good sanding. There are also some�
particularly nasty seams. The first runs the length of the car�
near the top of the fenders and doors. It is so heavy�
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 that it looks like a piece of chrome trim, but there should not be anything there. Fortunately, it sands off pretty easily�
except above the door handles, where great care is required. The second, and worse, seam cuts horizontally across the A�
pillars. It looks like a glob of plastic melted and ran halfway down the pillar, obliterating the engraved window moldings�
and leaving a heavy ridge of plastic. I did not do anything about this one because it would take a great deal of delicate�
sanding plus some re-etching to remove it. The window moldings and drip rails are also pretty softly molded. The�
remainder of the body is pretty good, with correct scripts and molded-in details that can stand up to a few coats of paint�

The stock engine is a 19-piece affair, with part of the transmission�
housing molded separately. Everything goes together okay, but there is�
no positive mounting point for the fan belt assembly on the front of the�
engine block. The carburetor, air cleaner, intake manifold, and valve�
covers are all chromed. My references show the air cleaner and valve�
covers as stainless, so I gave them a shot of dullcoat. My references also�
showed the intake manifold as either engine color or silver, so some�
stripping and painting may be in order. The custom engine increases the�
parts count by one, with all of the custom parts being chromed. There are�
no radiator hoses in the kit.�

The interior is a standard-for-the era tub with the door panels and rear�
seats molded in place. The front buckets are two-piece units with�
separate headrests. A chrome center console with separate shift lever, a�

dashboard, and a one-piece steering wheel and column complete the interior. Engraving is good and the upholstery pattern�
is accurate. The dash has good gauge detail, which lends itself to dry-brushing. Two large ejector pin marks in the floor�
would be a problem if this were a convertible; as it is, they can’t be seen. The main problem with the interior is that it�
appears to be from a convertible: the rear seat area is narrowed and has the wide side sills of the convertible.�

The chassis has all the front suspension detail molded in. The drive shaft, differential, and dual exhausts are molded as a�
single piece, and are almost the only separate pieces to attach to the chassis for the stock version. When using the custom�
headers and side exhausts, you’ll need to remove the exhaust pipes from this piece. The custom version adds elongated�
rear springs and shocks along with the riser blocks. There is quite a bit of detail molded into the chassis, but there are also�
serious mold marks and seams on the gas tank, which would be very difficult to remove.�

Because of all the sanding and filing needed on the body, I decided not to leave it in its original blue. I opted for a white�
body with a red interior, similar to a car I found on the internet. I ended up priming and painting everything that was not�
chrome (and a few things that were). The engine went together with little trouble, although a fair amount of filing was�
needed to get some of the parts to fit into their assigned holes. (This was to be a recurring theme in this build: whenever�
there was a pin to go into a hole, either the pin had flash on it, or the pin was barely there, or the hole had to be drilled out.)�
Because so many parts had no positive locating points, it took several building sessions to finish the engine; I wanted to�
make sure the glue had set before handling the assembly�
further.  The interior also went together easily, although the�
pin-and-hole problem reared its ugly head for both the�
headrests and the console. The dashboard and center console�
both have large amounts of wood trim, so I painted the�
appropriate areas brown. The gauge faces got a coat of gloss�
black with silver dry-brushed onto the raised markings and�
trim. I also added a drop of Micro Krystal Klear to each gauge�
face to make a lens. The steering wheel appears to be the�
standard plastic-rimmed wheel, but all my references had�
wood-rimmed steering wheels so I painted the kit’s wheel to�
match. There should have been a band of chrome running all�
around the edges of the bucket seats, but it was not molded in�
and I don’t freehand-cut BMF very well, so I omitted it.�
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chrome (and a few things that were). The engine went together with little trouble, although a fair amount of filing was�
needed to get some of the parts to fit into their assigned holes. (This was to be a recurring theme in this build: whenever�
there was a pin to go into a hole, either the pin had flash on it, or the pin was barely there, or the hole had to be drilled out.)�
Because so many parts had no positive locating points, it took several building sessions to finish the engine; I wanted to�
make sure the glue had set before handling the assembly further.  The interior also went together easily, although the pin-�
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The stock wheels are the classic Pontiac rally wheels, and they are chromed. Although the proportions of the wheels look a�
little bit off, I detailed them with black, silver, and gunmetal paints and they worked out pretty well. I also added a slash of�
red on the center caps to represent the triangular Pontiac emblem found there. The tires had a good raised line detail that�
was easily painted to make the “red line” tires that were popular at the time. The rally wheels and standard-issue solid�
wheel backs fit into the tires well, but they barely touch each other; as a result, I ended up gluing them to the tires with�
white glue instead of to each other, as I normally do. A dab of Vaseline on the plastic spindles for the front wheels allow�
them to turn easily.�

The chassis was the most problematic part of the build, even though it contained the fewest parts. The differential assembly�
had the usual pin-and-hole problem, but the engine attached fairly easily. The front wheels practically snapped into place�
(once I drilled out the holes), but the back wheels were another story entirely. Remember the three sets of holes for the rear�
axle? Well, the instructions show two holes and indicate that you are to use the bottom ones. So I did. These holes are also�
pretty far forward. The differential hid the axle nicely, but when I put the body on, the wheels rubbed against the front of�
the wells, and looked totally out of place. The car also sat too high. So I tried the middle set of holes, which are also pretty�
far rearward. After drilling them out a bit, the axle went through, the ride height was correct, and the left wheel was�
centered in the opening. The right wheel was a bit too far to the rear, and the axle was now visible behind the differential. I�
didn’t try the upper set of holes because the ride height would have been too low.  With the tires in the “correct” position, I�
discovered that they now also rubbed against the exhaust pipes, which angle out toward the sides of the car just behind the�
differential. I also realized that not only were the exhaust pipes too short by at least 6 scale inches, but they were also�
hanging too low to be “correct”. With some foresight, the tire interference and the low-hanging problems could be fixed by�
fashioning a pin of plastic or metal and drilling holes in both the tailpipe and the chassis in such a way that it would pull�
the tailpipes closer to the center of the car and up against the chassis. The only way to fix the length problem, however,�
would be to scrap the tailpipes and fashion a new set, perhaps out of solder.  It was also at this point that I discovered that�
the front wheels were slightly too far to the rear, and rubbed against the backs of their wheel openings. Here again, with a�
little foresight, the mounting holes could be widened slightly (about 1/8 inch) towards the front of the car, and the wheels�
mounted to the fr�

Compared to the chassis, final assembly was a breeze. The openings for the taillights had to be filed out a bit to allow the�
lenses to fit into them properly (go figure!); a bit of BMF on the backs of the lenses lets them reflect light properly, so they�
don’t look like black holes. Plastic straps connect the windshield and rear window, but the straps were just a tad too short�
to allow both windows to fit snugly into their openings. Removing the straps and attaching each window individually�
solved that problem. With the windows in place, the interior slid in nicely. The firewall attaches to the front of the interior�
tub, but it has so much detail engraved on the back that gluing surfaces are hard to come by; there is also no positive way�
to locate it. Rather than attach it beforehand, I waited until the interior was installed, and then glued the firewall in place.�
The chassis then mated up to the body without too much drama. Because this kit originally used screws, gluing surfaces are�
hard to come by here. The hood is a tight fit; I would recommend filing the opening in the body a bit to improve the fit.�
The hood “hinges” also required a bit of work, as they were a bit wider than the rest of the hood. The rear bumper mounted�
in place quite nicely, but the front bumper/grill/headlight assembly required some filing on the mating body surfaces to get�
a reasonable fit. Mine still isn’t quite right; I just didn’t have the patience at that point to work it any longer.  Speaking of�
the front grill, it has an interesting feature. The grill texture is molded into the chromed piece and looks fine as is, but there�
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 are also two separate grill inserts made of non-plated plastic that fit into the grill areas. I believe this is intended to imitate�
the “floating” look of the 1967 grill. Using these inserts (appropriately detailed) helps achieve that look, but at the�
expense of the turn signals, which should stand farther out from the grill surface than they do with the inserts installed.�
One solution for this would be to thin the grill inserts by filing down their backs. Or you could just not use them at all. I�
used them, but the model on the box art doesn’t.�

As with any car of this era, detailing the body requires copious amounts of Bare Metal Foil. I opted to use two different�
foils on this build. For most of the trim, I used the “new and improved” chrome foil. But for the wide chrome trim strips�
along the rocker panels I used the “ultra-bright” chrome foil. I felt that the ultra-bright foil provided a better chrome look�
on these large panels than the normal foil, which tends to look a bit more like stainless steel than chrome when used on�
large expanses.�

I dry-brushed silver paint on the “GTO” scripts and trunk lock, then added a bit of black paint in the hood scoop openings�
and on the center part of the triangular hood ornament, which I had foiled. A black wash in the door and trunk panel lines�
finished it off nicely. I did not use any of the decals for this build, so I can’t vouch for them.�

When all is said and done, I’d have to say this kit was a bit of a disappointment. The tooling is old, and it has not held up�
well. I have a copy from one of AMT’s later releases of this kit in my stash, and it appears to be in much better shape,�
though far from perfect. The plastic was so soft and the flash was so thick that sometimes it was hard to tell where the part�
ended and the flash began; I’m sure I cut off bits of several parts because of this. On top of this, the engineering problems�
(wheel positioning, convertible interior, exhaust pipes, etc.) make this kit even more of a challenge. Knowing of the�
problems ahead of time would have been helpful; when I get around to building the other kit in my stash, I’ll use the�
lessons I learned here and hopefully correct some of the problems. Had I gone out and paid retail for this kit, I would have�
been really upset. Still, this is the only ’67 GTO available in kit form. I would not recommend this for any but�
experienced modelers, and they should expect to do a lot of work to get it to come out right.�

My thanks to IPMS and to Round 2 for the opportunity to review this kit.�
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